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ABSTRACT 

The Psychoacoustic Model (PAM) is a very important role in 
MPEG-2/4 Advanced Audio Coding (AAC) encoding. It determines 
sound quality of a given encoder and influences a lot in computa-
tional complexity. This paper presents a new architecture design for 
MDCT-based PAM co-processor. This work is based on the dedi-
cated hardware design which is different from traditional program-
mable approaches. Moreover, to reduce the complexity, we replace 
the calculations of spreading function with reduced fixed coeffi-
cients, and decrease the transform kernels from three to one unit. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The AAC is an international standard, which is first created in 
MPEG-2 AAC (ISO/IEC 13818-7), and then become the base of 
MPEG-4 general audio coding [1]. It is applicable for a wide range 
of applications from Internet audio to digital audio broadcasting. It 
also achieves high compression ratio and makes high quality per-
formance due to an improved time-frequency mapping as well as 
some new coding tools.  

The original audio encoding process is in Figure 1. It comprises 
PAM, Modified Discrete Cosine Transform (MDCT), Spectral 
Processing (SPP) and Quantization loop (Q loop). PAM calculates a 
masking threshold, which is the maximum distortion energy masked 
by the signal energy for each coding partition. Meantime, MDCT 
transforms input audio samples in time domain into spectrums in 
frequency domain. The frequency spectrums then transfer to SPP, 
which removes their redundancies by Temporal Noise Shaping 
(TNS) and joint coding. Afterward, the spectrums are non-
uniformly quantized based on the masking threshold and available 
number of bits to minimize audible quantization error and then 
noiselessly coded in the Q Loop. While PAM calculates masking 
thresholds, SPP and Q loop processes at the same time. Because 
PAM is deterministic, a dedicated architecture can be implemented. 
Besides, SPP and Q loop are non-deterministic and a programmable 
architecture could be an approach for implementation. 

Due to the complex calculation and high barrier domain knowl-
edge in PAM, traditional implementations for PAM are mostly 
direct implementation and porting on high performance program-
mable approaches such as DSP or general purpose processors [2]. 
Our previous work has proposed a MDCT-based PAM algorithm 
with several advantages [3]. In this paper, we propose a dedicated 
hardware for MDCT-based PAM. According to our architecture, we 
can have the main advantage of MDCT-based algorithm to replace 
the complex-FFT computations with MDCT computations. Fur-

thermore, the MDCT kernel used in analysis subband in encoding 
can be combined with the same MDCT hardware used in PAM. 
Thus only one transform kernels can be achieved compared with 
original standardized three kernels approach, one for analysis sub-
band and two for PAM. Therefore, a dedicated architecture of PAM 
is achieved and can be applied as a co-processor or intellectual 
property (IP) in system-on-chip (SOC) design. 

 

 
Figure 1: Block diagram of MPEG-2/4 AAC encoder. 

 

 
Figure 2: Block diagram of original PAM. 

2. ALGORITHMS OF MDCT-BASED PAM 

In Figure 2, we show the PAM algorithms for simplicity based on 
the 13 steps [2]. In steps 1-2, PAM normalizes the time-domain 
samples as input and transforms them into frequency-domain spec-
trum of real part r(w) and imaginary part i(w) by FFT. Therefore, 
when real-part spectrums result in the calculation of partitioned 
energy, imaginary-part spectrums give rise to the calculation of the 
unpredictability measure c(w) in steps 3-4. In step 5, both parti-
tioned energy and unpredictability are convolved with the spreading 
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function in order to estimate the effects across the partitioned bands. 
Tonality index is calculated in step 6 to determine if a signal is 
tonal-like. Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) is calculated in step 7 and 
then the masking partitioned energy threshold nb(b) is estimated in 
steps 8-10. Hence, the masking curve is calculated. Perceptual En-
tropy (PE) is calculated in steps 11-12 to determine the block type. 
Finally, Signal-to-Masking Ratio (SMR) is estimated in step 13 as 
output. The w, b, and n indicate indices in the spectral line domain, 
the threshold calculation partition domain, and the coder scalefactor 
band domain respectively. 

In [3], the MDCT-based PAM is presented. One of the contri-
butions is the reduction on spreading function calculation. In step 5, 
the calculation of spreading function is composed of a series of 
complex functions such as comparisons, square roots, power of ten, 
squares, and divisions. Because the calculation of the spreading 
function are only dependent by the sampling rates and block type 
used. Therefore, it can be replaced with look-up tables. The other 
important contribution is the implementation on MDCT kernel 
instead of the original FFT kernel. In steps 2-4, there are some spe-
cial functions such as arctangent, sine/cosine, square root, etc. They 
have high computational complexity and are hard to be implemented. 
MDCT-based flow replaced the steps 2-6 with both MDCT and 
Spectral Flatness Measure (SFM), which are easier to be imple-
mented. According to the analyses, the two mentioned methods can 
reduce the computational complexity by 80%. 
 

 
Figure 3: Block diagram of MDCT-based PAM 

 

 
Figure 4: Detailed block diagram of MDCT and TG. 

3. ARCHITECTURE DESIGN OF MDCT-BASED PAM 

The overall MDCT-based PAM is described in Figure 3. In the 
original approach of standard, there are two FFT in PAM. One is 
used to calculate FFT with Long block type (2048 points), and the 
other is used to calculate FFT with Short block type (256 points). 
Now we replaced Long FFT and Short FFT with MDCT. MDCT 
should calculate one of the four types according to the block type. 
Because only one MDCT unit is employed, MDCT and Threshold 
Generator (TG) require calculating twice a frame. The first time is 
to estimate the block type and the second time is to calculate the 
output spectrums. However, TG calculates only once and the In-
verse-Signal-to-Masking Ratio (ISMR) is stored in TG delay when 
the block type is not Short in order to reduce the computational 
complexity.  

Detailed block diagram of MDCT and TG is illustrated in Fig-
ure 4. It is decomposed into four parts: Part I consisting of MDCT, 
Part II consisting of SFM and corresponding calculation of tonality 
(new_tb), Part III consisting of Spreading Function, and Part IV 
consisting of steps 7-13. TG comprises Part II, Part III, and Part IV. 
When compared to Figure 2, Figure 4 has some modification. Be-
cause MDCT replaces steps 2-4, there is no phase-information. Only 
the partitioned energies are convolved with the spreading function 
and SFM is used to generate the tonality index (new_tb) from the 
MDCT spectrums. 

The Table I shows specification for input and output data types 
of MDCT-based PAM. According to Figure 4, the overall architec-
ture design is shown in Figure 5. It also shows the details for the 
word length of the sign, integer, and fraction part in each block.  

 

Figure 5: Overall architecture of MDCT and TG. 
 

Table I: Specification of input and output data types (frame). 
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Figure 6: The flow of MDCT algorithm. 

 

 
Figure 7: Overall architecture of MDCT. 

3.1. MDCT 

The FFT-based fast algorithm in [4] is adopted for the implementa-
tion of MDCT because it can reduce large computational complex-
ity. The processing flow of the fast algorithm is shown in Figure 6. 
First, the multiplication by pre-twiddle coefficients is applied. Then, 
the N/4-points complex FFT transform is calculated. In FFT, we use 
radix-2 butterfly for implementation because of its regularity for 
dedicated circuits design. N=2048 is for Long type, and N=256 is 
for Short type. After the N/4-points complex FFT block, 512-points 
real and imaginary part for Long type, and 64-points real and 
imaginary part for Short type are obtained respectively. Then they 
are multiplied by post-twiddle coefficients. Finally, 1024-points real 
and imaginary part for Long type and 128-points for Short type are 
obtained as output Y(n). 

The implementation of MDCT is shown in Figure 7. The 
MDCT is implemented and configured as four types, including 
Long type, Start type, Stop type, and Short type. The main architec-
ture performs multiplication, addition and subtraction to complete 
MDCT algorithm. The block of MPY involves four multiplications, 
one addition and one subtraction to finish a complex operation. On 
the left of Figure 7, those ROM blocks save the coefficients for pre-
twiddle, butterfly, and post-twiddle.  

 

 
Figure 8: Overall architecture of SFM and new_ tb. 

 
 

 
Figure 9: Block diagram of log10. 

3.2. SFM and new tb 

SFM and tb algorithms are defined as follows: 
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Table II: The hardware cost of MDCT-Based PAM Co-processor.                

 
 

The implementation of SFM and new_tb is shown in Figure 8. 
Except some basic computation blocks, Log block is the key mod-
ule in SFM and new_tb. Unlike general DSP approach which takes 
many cycles to complete a Log operation, we use a pipelined archi-
tecture for Log implementation with throughput one cycle. Accord-
ing to [5], we can use 16 stages to approximate Log value. The 
related log10 architecture design is shown in Figure 9. There are 
some correlations between the stages. The final stage L17 will de-
termine Log value. 

3.3. Spreading Function (SF) 

Spreading function algorithm is defined as: 

))()((*)( ∑ ⊗=• bsprdngfbenromben             (3) 

where ⊗ is a convolution operator.  
Originally, SF coefficients table is composed of a 70x70 matrices 
(ex. LONG type). We find the coefficients along the diagonal are 
non-zeroes and the others are all zeroes except bottom right part. 
Based on this property, word length is reduced largely. Accordingly, 
the size of the SF table can be reduced by over 90%. 

3.4. Steps 7-13 

Steps 7-13 algorithms are described in details as follows: 
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There are several complicated operations such as power, log, 
and multiplication in the original steps 7-13 of [1]. Referring to [6], 
which use Log scaling to reduce word length of data such as thresh-
olds, we modify the flow of log and reuse the techniques in Section 
3.3. Note that the logarithmic thresholds are converted by power to 
calculate SMR in Step 13. We also used the pipelined architecture 
in Log and Power calculation. 

4. RESULTS 

The hardware cost of the whole MDCT-Based PAM is estimated in 
Table II. MUL and ADD stands for the number of processing units 
of multipliers and adders. Most of the hardware is utilized by mem-
ory. In our experiments, we simulated the proposed design by Ver-
ilog with sampling rate 44100 Hz, it requires 36248 processing 
cycles per frame. Therefore, the co-processor can be operated about 
the clock rate 2 MHz to encode stereo channels in real-time. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we present a dedicated hardware design of MDCT-
based PAM co-processor in MPEG-2/4 AAC encoder. Unlike the 
traditional programmable approaches, four parts of PAM are opti-
mized to reduce the hardware complexity. This approach can save 
the transform kernels for three to one unit. Besides, Spreading func-
tion is calculated with a reduced size lookup. We also use the pipe-
lined and parallel architectures to improve the performance. 
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